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Update August 2016: I think this
article goes really well with my "giants" article, so I am republishing it, yet again. It is
germane, apropos, relevant to the new discovery I am sharing in that article today.

Update: This article was written two years ago, and a lot has happened, but we never again addressed
these life-suckers... Since we are working on anchor-to-doom and the actions necessary to live a life not
determined by the doom... we probably will need to talk about these minor anchors... the topic of this
article. These keep us stuck, suck our aliveness, curtail our successes, and make us inauthentic and
pretending. So they are important.

We'll use transformation to get unstuck: transformation is caused by making the invisible visible...
This is a theory in progress, so don't jump of joy just yet, you'll have to test this out.

If you are like me, you are stuck on a certain level in life... some would call it plateau, but it is a
euphemism, a white lie, about a state of being stuck.

When you and me, analyze what causes the stuckedness, we always find some reason, and then we try to
fix it. Look for solutions, look for help, look for the magical, miraculous, energetic magic pill.

Procrastination, anxiety, fear... zap it, wish it away... wrong
beliefs, memories of the past, blah blah blah.

What if the reason you are stuck in none of those? To me it seems to me that this is a myopic view, that
the beliefs are a reaction to facts (failure?)... so let us look at what causes facts... OK?

I have been working on unstucking myself, and what I am finding is that I get stuck again after a few
hopeful steps, again and again.
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I had a thought: why don't we stand it on its head and look at it this way (much easier than standing on
your own head, especially when you are an out-of-shape 66-year old, lol). But either way, getting a new
view of what you are doing, yourself, is a mighty great idea. This is, by the way, I like my students doing
the 5-question exercise: they get to see themselves through another person's eyes... For example, the
student who has that as an assignment is now discovering that others are even more scared than he is...
now, how is that for a new perspective? Heh? lol.

So I looked at myself, and found something really disturbing.

I am a Virgo, and that makes me a nitpicking, micro-organized person. In the big things I am messy, but in
the details I am meticulous. I dot my i's and cross my t-s kind of person.

I was watching myself being more interested in that than getting
the job done. In another word: I was doing what came easy to me, and that, at least in my specific
incident, got me stuck in not winning, not moving forward.

So, here is your assignment, if you are stuck: find the three things you think are the best about you: being
a fast thinker, funny, diligent, a good person, a nice person, a helpful person... whatever they are for you.

Then post them, anonymously if you wish, in the comments
section. If I get 10 comments with their three best "assets" I'll do a webinar for them and the cowardly
ones that were afraid to post... To see what is the technology to get unstuck from the glue-traps of your
best characteristics. OK?

Now, make your list and post it... I'll close the comments once I get 10.

Related Posts:

Cone Of Vision, Attitude, Responsibility, Nature, Nurture And Choice
You are stuck! Sticky points, pivot points, linchpin, believe me, without knowing these you can't get
unstuck.
Why just getting unstuck is not enough?
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You are not learning. What does the culture teach you, tell you, so that you end up not learning?
The process of going from hopeless to energized and in action: limbering up, becoming flexible
New Weekend Workshop: Get unstuck with the detached capacity

Category: Get unstuck · Raise your vibration Tags: get unstuck, being stuck, pictures, unstuck, number

23 responses so far ↓

1 RH // Oct 17, 2013 at 8:24 pm

3 Best Things About Me:

1) Love animals

2) Like trying unconventional hobbies

3) Protective of the people I feel a connection with

2 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Oct 17, 2013 at 8:46 pm

OK RH... try to boil these down to beings... what kind of person loves animals? What kind of person
tries unconventional hobbies? And what kind of person is protective of the people she feels a
connection with?

Because the actions do not seem to be obvious being characteristics...

By the way, thank you for being the first and bravest... is this one of the unconventional hobbies
part? Then I would say the being is "daring"... would that be accurate about you?

3 johnnyheart // Oct 17, 2013 at 9:29 pm

Funny, creative, kind.

4 Anonymous // Oct 18, 2013 at 12:36 am

(1) A good listener - I pay attention when someone is talking to me and I hear what they say
(2) Considerate - I think of the other person's feelings when I decide how to say things
(3) Produce quality products - the things I make are of very good quality

5 will // Oct 18, 2013 at 5:47 am

problem solver, helpful, funny

6 Lia // Oct 18, 2013 at 1:05 pm

tenacious, resilient, kind

7 anonymous // Oct 18, 2013 at 1:56 pm

I am artistic, curious, passionate

8 DS // Oct 21, 2013 at 11:18 am

Self-confident, adventurous, persistent

9 joe // Oct 28, 2013 at 9:40 pm

Easy to get along with, ambitious, responsible
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10 Baheej // Oct 29, 2013 at 2:40 pm

1. Detail-oriented
2. Smart
3. Kind

11 Jennifer // Nov 22, 2013 at 11:40 am

Optimistic, resourceful, kind

12 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Nov 22, 2013 at 11:46 am

I need one more comment, and then I'll schedule a webinar to deal with these good points about
you, and see how they hold you back.

13 Catherine // Jun 5, 2014 at 9:53 pm

sensitive, kind, motivated

14 Elaine // Aug 17, 2014 at 6:50 pm

Perceptive, Creative, Daring

15 Kathryn // Jun 17, 2015 at 9:53 pm

Hey Sophie, how about that webinar?

16 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Jun 17, 2015 at 9:57 pm

I guess it took months to get 10 answers, and I lost interest.

17 Kathryn // Jun 17, 2015 at 10:08 pm

Good point . . .

But I sure would like a webinar on this if you ever get interested again.

18 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Jun 17, 2015 at 10:10 pm

not right now. too busy causing epigenetic changes... i.e lasting changes

19 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Jun 17, 2015 at 10:11 pm

although, on second look, this may be an area to cause epigenetic changes... because these do look
like anchors to me.

When you have a hammer, everything looks like a nail... lol

20 Kathryn // Jun 17, 2015 at 10:25 pm

They do feel like anchors to me. I use them to make myself right and others wrong, to stay the way I
am because I'm so "right"!

21 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Jun 18, 2015 at 6:51 am

right. and if you pay attention: right leads to horrible...
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22 Andrea // Jun 19, 2015 at 5:20 pm

Analytical
Team Player
Good w/ words

23 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Jun 19, 2015 at 5:30 pm

thank you
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